[Regional specificity in proliferation capacity of neural stem cells from hippocampus and epithalamus: study with rats].
To compare the regional specificity in proliferation capacity of neural stem cells derived from hippocampus and epithalamus: study with rats. Neural stem cells (NSCs) were separated mechanically from the hippocampus and the epithalamus of an embryo of SD rat respectively and cultured in serum-free medium to observe the growth status dynamically and their in vitro growth curves were drawn. Single cell clones were established and identified by immunofluorescence staining. The surface morphology of the clone balls were observed by using scanning electron microscope. The ultrastructure was observed by scanning electron microscopy. The 3D morphology was observed under a laser confocal microscope. NSCs were co-incubated with 5-bromodeoxyuridine (Brdu) and immunofluorescence staining was used to observe their in vitro proliferation potentials. Studies on. The in vitro growth of the hippocampus-derived NSCs was basically the same as that of the epithalamus-derived NSCs, however, the culture fluid of the epithalamus-derived NSCs became yellowish 18 hours after the inoculation, significantly earlier than that of the hippocampus-derived NSCs. Showing a faster multiplication rate of the latter. Scanning electron microscopy showed that these two types of NSCs had a similar ultrastructural feature. Phase contrast microscopy and laser confocal microscopy showed similar form in the NSCs from two different sources. Co-incubation with found that the Brdu positive rate of the epithalamus-derived NSCs was 74.87%, significantly higher than that of the hippocampus-derived NSCs (63.07%, P < 0.05). The cell growth curves of the NSCs from both sources displayed the same multiplication trend, however, the NSC count of the epithalamus-derived NSCs at the 8th, 12th, 16th, 20th, and 24th days after culture were all higher than those of the corresponding hippocampus-derived NSCs at the same time-points (all P < 0.05). Both embryonic hippocampus-derived and epithalamus-derived NSCs can be acquired by using mechanical separation and serum-free culture method. The two types of cells have a similar morphological structure and possess the in vitro multiplication capacity. However, the multiplication rate of the epithalamus-derived NSCs is higher than that of the hippocampus-derived NSCs.